HEALTHY STREAMS
HEALTHY COASTS

Now seeking enthusiastic undergraduates interested in interdisciplinary watershed science and education for Summer REU research program at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette.

coastalresearch.louisiana.edu/student-opportunities
HEALTHY STREAMS
HEALTHY COASTS

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette is seeking highly motivated undergraduate students to participate in a life-changing research experience. UL Lafayette is hosting a new National Science Foundation-funded Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) site to study water and coastal processes and resources within watersheds and nearshore environments in southern Louisiana. Students accepted into this competitive program will spend 8 weeks in the heart of Cajun Country in Lafayette, Louisiana, working with leading researchers in interdisciplinary fields related to coastal and watershed science. Students will receive stipend, on-campus housing, meal allowance, and travel support. UL Lafayette is dedicated to diversity and inclusion. Underrepresented, first generation, and students from all backgrounds are highly encouraged to apply.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
FEBRUARY 8

coastalresearch.louisiana.edu/student-opportunities

Student research will fundamentally expand our understanding of watershed and estuarine resources and processes in urban- and agriculturally-influenced watersheds.